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MEMORANDUM OF COUNSEL FOR CHRISTCHURCH INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT LIMITED 

 

May it please the Panel: 

1 We act for Christchurch International Airport Limited (CIAL) in 
relation to Chapter 6. 

2 We are in the process of preparing rebuttal evidence to meet the 
Panel’s timetable and the majority of that evidence will be filed 
tomorrow. 

3 Amongst the rebuttal evidence is a brief of evidence of Mr Day, 
CIAL’s acoustic expert, who has prepared rebuttal in response to the 
expert evidence of John-Paul Clarke who is being called by 
Mr Lawry.  That evidence will be filed tomorrow. 

4 Amongst the evidence is a large brief of evidence from Mr Lawry 
that with appendices amounts to 582 pages.   

5 Notwithstanding that Mr Lawry has no expertise in acoustics or 
planning his evidence traverses many issues relating to those fields 
of expertise. 

6 Mr Day advises that whilst he has completed his rebuttal of 
John-Paul Clarke that he will need additional time to prepare a 
separate rebuttal to issues raised by Mr Lawry himself and given the 
size of Mr Lawry’s evidence he cannot do that exercise justice by 
tomorrow night.  He is attending a board meeting out of the country 
on Friday and over the weekend. 

7 Similarly Mr Bonis may require additional time to include a response 
to the points raised by Mr Lawry that need to be responded to by a 
planner and in particular in relation to various planning instruments.  
He also needs to see Mr Day’s rebuttal before he can finalise his 
own. 

8 While we will do our best to have Mr Day’s rebuttal of Mr Lawry and 
Mr Bonis’ rebuttal available as soon as possible and no later than 
Tuesday, we are writing to the Panel to signal that the size of Mr 
Lawry’s document may necessitate us seeking leave to file rebuttal 
evidence of Mr Day and Mr Bonis beyond tomorrow but no later than 
next Tuesday.   

9 We seek the Panel’s indulgence in that regard. 
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Dated:  24 February 2016 

 

JM Appleyard  
Counsel for Christchurch 
International Airport Limited 

 

 


